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800,000 demonstrators were in Paris according to the CGT. These are the highest figure in the 
capital since the start of the mobilization. And there were tensions in this Parisian demonstration 
with people, dressed in black and masked, who threw stones at a fast-food restaurant and set 
fire to garbage cans. Tensions also in Rouen where a demonstrator had a thumb torn off. 
According to the Nupes MP of Seine-Maritime, Alma Dufour, 7 demonstrators were injured. She 
denounces cascading police violence. 
 
Meanwhile, the mobilization in the refineries is causing tensions over fuel in the main airports of 
Ile-de-France. The supply of kerosene in the region is becoming critical, warns the Ministry of 
Energy Transition. To remedy this, the government has issued a requisition order for strikers at 
the TotalEnergies refinery in Normandy, which has been shut down since last weekend. 
 
A tense social climate in France which does not call into question the arrival of King Charles III in 
Paris on Sunday. The British government announces that it is not aware of any change of plan 
concerning this trip. The unions have already announced that the royal visit was in their sights. 
According to the Daily Mail, Buckingham Palace is closely monitoring the situation in France. 
 
And an administrative investigation has been opened by the National Education after the death 
of a high school student during a baccalaureate exam in Lille on Tuesday. The 19-year-old young 
man had heart problems. Some testimonies question the attitude of the supervisors present in 
the room during the victim's heart attack. 
 
Five years after the death of Arnaud Beltrame, La Poste will issue a stamp bearing the image of 
the gendarme killed during the terrorist attack in Trèbes, Aude. This stamp will only be available 
on order. It represents Arnaud Beltrame in gendarme uniform. Emmanuel Macron paid tribute 
to the soldier today in a tweet. 
 
And then soccer. It's now official, the next Champions Trophy will take place in Thailand. The 
match between the French champion and the winner of the Coupe de France will take place on 
August 5 in Bangkok. 


